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Abstract: The article deals with the development of models and information system for multicriterion decision
making. Operation of complex systems is specified by several criteria. The criteria are determined at different
base  sets.  A  method  of  multicriterion  optimization  in  case  of  fuzzy  description  of  initial  data is
developed. The difference of this method is that the experts execute the criteria ranking. It allows formal setting
of the fuzzy preference diagrams and obtaining the sufficiently complete information about estimates in rank
scale  at  pair  comparison.  Then  the  search of Pareto-optimal decisions of multicriterion task is carried out.
The article shows the decision of the criteria ranking formalization task by the example of the fuzzy binary
preference relation, as a generalized approach to the criteria ranking task. The investigations, connected with
formalization of experts' preferences at criteria measurement, were carried out. The multicriterion task of fuzzy
optimization was decided as a decision making task based on the multicriterion selection. Inventory
management systems belong to the scope of decision making techniques. Functioning of these systems takes
place in conditions of constantly varying market situation, at  numerous  indignations  and  random  actions.
The approbation of investigations for inventory tasks is given under this article. 

Key words:Decision making  Inventory system  Fuzzy inference  Optimization  Multicriteriality  Data
support

INTRODUCTION Design;

Inventory tasks are solved in conditions of data Reliability;
incompleteness. The operation of inventory management Nonmaterial quality, determined by advertising
systems takes place at numerous indignations, random believability, lack of mistakes at documentation
actions, in conditions of constantly varying market compiling, execution of logistics procedures and
situation. It is suggested to decide the inventory banking transactions; 
management tasks using both traditional models [1] and Psychological quality, including hospitability,
expert knowledge [2]. Optimal decision making tasks politeness and complaisance. 
belong to the most complex management problems. 

To  formalize  the  parameters  of  decision  making The criteria, specifying the quality of system
tasks under uncertainty, the methods of fuzzy-set theory customers' service, involve the following: 
[3,4] and theories of possibilities [5], as well as the
situational decision models [6] are efficiently used. Sales volume; 
Parameters of decision making tasks can be set as Order quantity; 
linguistic variables. Quantity of cancelled orders; 

Decision making task in the system of inventory Return quantity; 
management is a task with numerous parameters and Pretension quantity; 
criteria [7]. The criteria, specifying the client's decision Quantity of prompt shipments; 
about product purchase, involve the following: Quantity of incomplete shipments; 

Price; Duration of short deliveries; 
General quality assessment; Deficit value; 
Operational characteristics; Volume of stock on way. 

Manufacturer reputation; 

Quantity of eliminated short deliveries; 
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The criteria can be measured in physical units. The   description    of    preferences    based on
Almost all listed criteria can also be formally defined at a binary   relations   is   used   in   decision  making. A
verbal level and can be evaluated as a membership degree binary relation p on the set A is a subset of the set
at a base scale. A =A×A, containing the ordered pairs (a, b), where a,b A

When making the optimal decisions in conditions of [9]. Membership of (a,b) p is written as apb. Let us
data incompleteness in inventory management systems, consider a model extension of binary relations on the
it is necessary to solve the following tasks [8]: fuzzy sets. 

To set the parameters of the task as the linguistic a  set  of  criteria  A={a ,a ,…,a }.  If  a  degree  of  the
variables; strict  order  is  µ (a ,a ) 0,5,  then  the  criteria  are
To decide the task of criteria ranking; connected  with  the  relation  of  the  fuzzy  strict  order
To determine a decision model. and  the  element  a   precedes  the  element  a .  The

MATERIALS AND METHODS determined as, where is a degree of strict order, is a

The criteria ranking for Pareto-optimal decisions of There is a relation of the fuzzy perfect strict order for
multicriterion tasks is executed. In a great quantity of the criteria. The experts determine the values of
decided practically useful decision making tasks there is µ (a ,a ) 0,5 for each pair (a ,a ),. Criteria ranking algorithm
a condition of multicriteriality - multicriterion selection. is the following. 
The decision is considered to be a Pareto-optimal one, "if
a value of any of the criterion can be improved by means Step. 1: Select the indistinctly least criterion from the set
of deterioration of values of other criteria" [9]. A={a ,a ,…,a }

A model operates with a multitude of alternative
decisions X, from which an optimal decision is selected, (2)
taking into consideration the preferences of the specialist-
decision maker. A comparison of decisions based on Step. 2: In a random manner select some criterion a À. If
preferability is carried out by means of numeral functions for the criterion a  a condition (2) is met and
f , f , …, f ., set on the multitude X. The functions f , f , …, a =a , then the criterion a is the indistinctly least1 2 m 1 2

f  bear a name of characteristic criteria, criterion functions, one. This criterion is written to the database,m

objective functions etc. A selection of optimal decision - where the following pairs are stored 
a selection of optimal estimate from the multitude of
estimates, achievable at criteria set E : (3)m

Y=f(X)={y E |y=f(X), x X}, (1) where the top index means the place of the criterion a asm

where in Y=Y × Y × …, ×Y  is a vector of significant condition is not met, pass to the step 3. 1 2 m

estimates.

The Criteria Are Divided into Quantitative and then in the set A another criterion a  is being
Qualitative: It is known [9] that "a statement about values selected. The search condition is µ (a ,a ) 0,5.
of criteria with the set types of scales is called reasonable The criterion a  indistinctly precedes the criterion
or adequate, if its truth is constant after applying to a . The criterion a  is excluded from the analyzed
criteria of any admissible transformations, determined by set of the criteria A.
the types of scales". Qualitative criteria can not be used
in decision of multicriterion optimization tasks, if the Step 4: Verification of the condition all criteria analysis
criterion function is presented as a linear convolution, termination from the set A.
where  b   is  an  expert  evaluation of  the  criterion  f Fig. 1 shows the general diagram of criteria rankingi i

importance. algorithm from the set A={a ,a ,…,a } [10].

2

Let   is   a   relation   of   the   fuzzy   strict   order  on
1 2 n

F i j

i j

degree of the perfect strict order of the relation is

strength of association. 

F i j i j

1 2 n

k

k

k i k

per the rank. Then the pass to the step 4 is executed. If the

Step 3: If for the criterion a  the condition (2) is not met,k
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Fig. 1: Criteria ranking algorithm diagram (4)

After the ranking, there appears a task of A domain of permissible decisions X is determined
multicriterion decision making. It is a task of scalarization by n-measured vector of state. This vector in general case
of the vector criterion f , f , …, f , as a transformation of can also contain fuzzy components. 1 2 m

the set f , f , …, f  into the integral criterion. There are Graphic interpretation of the task is shown in fig. 2.1 2 m

several alternate decisions for this task: A fuzzy domain of permissible decisions is

From the Pareto domain the only one is selected from determined by modal values of the fuzzy points and their
the Pareto-optimal decisions; right coefficients of fuzziness. A pointcorresponds to the
Introduction of priorities for the scalar criteria from fuzzy point. A pointcorresponds to the fuzzy point. In the
the set f , f , …, f  and the execution of sequential point of the area the criterion has the fuzzy maximum1 2 m

optimization; value. In the point of the area the criterion has the fuzzy
Introduction of ranks (weight numbers) or limit maximum value. 
values for the scalar criteria from the set f , f , …, f The fuzzy criteria and could have the maximum value1 2 m

and optimization is executed based on the analysis of near the fuzzy point. However, the criteria and are out of
relations between the criteria; the fuzzy domain of the permissible decisions. A fuzzy
Setting of the ideal criterion and execution of Pareto-optimal decision shall be on a part of the fuzzy
optimization, as the approaching to this selected curve, limited by modal values of the fuzzy points and
value. their right coefficients of fuzziness. This domain is limited

Let us consider a possible decision of the criterion the domain is limited by the fuzzy interval. The
multicriterion   optimization    task    from   the  viewpoint decisions can not be improved simultaneously based on
of   extension   of   the   optimal   decision   per   Pareto  at the fuzzy criteria and on the fuzzy curve, limited by the
the fuzzy description of the task parameters. The fuzzy points.
description of  the  expert  (experts)  preferences  is  the Interpretation of the maximization task representation
most significant factor, providing the search of the in a fuzzy Pareto domain can be expanded on m of fuzzy
optimal decision. criteria.

Fig. 2: Graphic representation of the maximization task of
two fuzzy criteria 

Let us define a notion of the fuzzy Pareto domain as
a maximization task on the domain of permissible
decisions X of two fuzzy criteria, which are in contrast
with one another, where, 

determined by a fuzzy curve in fig. 2. This curve is

for the fuzzy criterion by the fuzzy interval. For the fuzzy
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Fig. 3: A search algorithm of the fuzzy Pareto-optimal (7)
decision for the multicriterion optimization task 

Fig. 4: Main window of the application. In selection of the domain there also can be used a

To search the fuzzy Pareto-optimal decision, the conditions of data incompleteness, allowing to determine
additional  information of heuristic  character  is  required. for each criterion the fuzzy intervals of the argument of
The following determination is suggested at the fuzzy the local criterion, which corresponds to the maximum
setting of criteria and the fuzzy determination of the value of the performance factor of this criterion use.
domain of permissible decisions. Ranking of fuzzy local criteria is carried out using the

Determination: The decision is a fuzzy Pareto-optimal experts. The procedure of search of the fuzzy Pareto-
decision for the multicriterion optimization task as a fuzzy optimal decision can be implemented in different ways. 
point. If among all possible deviations in the form of fuzzy
interval from the fuzzy point there is no such fuzzy point, Application for Multicriteria Optimization:
for which Criteria Ranging: The application’s main window, which

(5) the picture below (Figure 4).

then the fuzzy Pareto-optimal decision provides the the necessary means for solving the task of prioritizing
fuzzy scalar value criteria.  The   necessary   number  of   criteria,   for  which

(6)

Further decision of the optimization task can be
developed using a method of subsequent achievement of
private and sequential concessions [11], establishment of
weight relations between the local criteria and a method of
threshold optimization. The most wide-spread is a method
of establishment of weight relations between the local
criteria.

Modification of the method of establishment of
weight relations in case of fuzzy setting of local criteria
consists in the search of fuzzy interval as per the
condition [12].

where b  are the weight coefficients of the local criteria,i

determined by the experts during the ranking of the
criteria ; is a fuzzy maximum value in the form of the fuzzy
interval.

This approach has an advantage. The found decision
as per the formula (7) is simultaneously a fuzzy Pareto-
optimal decision for the multicriterion optimization task. 
A search algorithm of the fuzzy Pareto-optimal decision
consists in sequential procedures. The algorithm is shown
in fig. 4. 

The  fuzzy  domain of the permissible decisions as
per Pareto is determined after the maximums (global
extremums) for all local criteria are found. This problem is
not difficult at one-dimensional setting of each criterion.

method of optimization of dynamic process parameters in

relations taking into consideration the preferences of

is displayed right after the program’s launch, is shown on

“Ranking” tab, which is selected by default, provides
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Fig. 5: Criteria list

ranking task is required to be solved, can be created by with them. Clicking on the “New series” button creates a
clicking on the “New criterion” button. All the created new series. Editable name and the number of evaluations
criteria are displayed in the “Optimization criteria” list, are displayed for every existing series in the “Evaluation
where they get names according to their order after series” table. New evaluation is added into a series by
creation. Any of the criteria is possible to be deleted with selecting the series in the list and clicking the “New
selecting it in the list and clicking the “Delete criterion” evaluation” button. One of the three evaluations types
button. The criteria list’s fields, which contain criteria’s can be chosen in this case: pairwise evaluation (described
names and measurement units, are enabled to be edited above), direct evaluation when a value on a certain scale
and their values can be changed directly, by typing the is assigned for every criterion, evaluation by the Von
required text into the respective field of a criterion. The list Neumann-Morgenstern method. Interface window for
with the created criteria is shown  on  the  picture  below setting relations among criteria by the direct evaluation
(Figure 5). method is on the picture below (Figure 6).

“Act.” and “Pas.” columns of the table containing Any of the evaluations in a series is possible to be
the criteria list serve to set the fuzzy preference relations edited by selecting it and clicking “Edit” button. It is also
among criteria. Clearly, the criterion, for which the tick is obvious that any evaluation and any series can be deleted
established in the “Act.” column, is meant to be active in by selecting it and clicking the “Delete” button under
the current relation while the criterion checked in the respective list. However, as it was mentioned above, the
“Pas.” column is passive, i. e. preference of the active main goal of using the series is to obtain a united
criterion relatively to the passive one is evaluated. In evaluation, which is an average among all. “Make current”
other words, if the value of the fuzzy preference relation button below the “Evaluation series” table serves for this.
for two selected criteria is less than 0,5 then the criterion In this case current evaluation is that used for ranging
checked active is less preferable, if is more than 0,5 then criteria and available for changing with selecting active
it is more preferable. Degree of preference between two and passive criteria in the criteria list. Not only a series,
selected criteria is entered into “Criterion preference but a single, seeming to be the most objective, evaluation
degree” textbox. It is noteworthy that after entering a in  it  can  be  transformed into the current one by
value into this field the reverse relation is found and selecting it in the list and clicking the “Make current”
assigned automatically. button under the “Selected series evaluations” table.

In order to heighten the reliability of the relations Series list and evaluations list interface is on the picture
between criteria information the application provides the below (Figure 7).
possibility for inputting of some evaluations (perhaps, by A complex of the fuzzy preference relations among
different people) and their subsequent merge with criteria, assigned in one or another way, is accessible for
representing the result in a form of the pairwise relations more demonstrative view and editing with clicking the
of fuzzy preference, mentioned above. For convenience “Show relations matrix” button, located on the ribbon.
some relations are united into “evaluation series”,  several Relations matrix has the following view (Figure 8).

Fig. 6: Setting relations among criteria by the method of
direct evaluation

such series are allowed to be created to alternately work
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Fig. 7: Multi-expert evaluation is why one needs fill in the fields for every criterion and to

Fig. 8: Relations matrix The lower right area of the tab is occupied by the

After setting the fuzzy preference relations among all criterion and parameters values. In fact, it is a base of
criteria it is possible to commit ranging, clicking the fuzzy rules, where optimized parameters are meant to be
“Rank” button on the ribbon. If everything was done the input variables and the output one is the selected
correctly, every criterion in the table will get its rank in the criterion. A user can add rules to the table by clicking the
respective field. “New rule” button and can delete rules selecting them and

Pareto-Optimal Decision Searching: “Pareto optimum” empty after creation and does not bear any statement in
tab provides the required functionality for searching the itself. A variable value selection in the rule is implemented
Pareto-optimal decision. Its view is on the picture below with the help of a combobox, like on the picture below
(Figure 9). (Figure 10).

It is possible to see that the application’s window is Obviously, that both criteria and parameters appear
divided into several areas in this case. The first area to be linguistic variables in this case and their values
contains  the   list  of  criteria,  which  were  entered  while available  for  selecting  in  the  table  are  fuzzy  variables.

Fig. 9: “Pareto optimum” tab view

solving the ranking task. To the right from the criteria list
there are fields, where the selected criterion optimal and
critical values fuzzy intervals are entered. Information in
these fields is used then for searching the decision, that

do it as precisely as possible. The list of parameters, for
which the optimization with the entered criteria is
performed, is located below the criteria list. Parameters are
created and deleted from the list with the help of the
respective buttons on the ribbon. Just like criteria,
parameters get names according to their order after
creation, but this names are enabled to be edited.

It should be noted that dealing with the optimization
criteria before the optimized parameters are declared in the
mode, provided by the application, is a kind of
abstracting, which is necessary to make a user free from
inputting the data excessive within the task being solved
(ranking).

table, which shows the accordance between the selected

clicking the “Delete” button under the table. The rule is
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Fig. 10: Selecting a variable’s value in a rule

Fig. 11: Window for linguistic variables assignment.

They can be set in the “Linguistic variables assignment”
window, which appears after clicking the respective
button on the ribbon. The window’s common view is on Fig. 13: “Decision evaluation” tab view
the picture below (Figure 11).

“Linguistic variables assignment” window contain The right part contains the optimum graphical
the linguistic variables list in its left part, where either representation as a fuzzy interval with the coordinates of
optimized parameters or optimization criteria are displayed, the interval’s points marked on the horizontal axes.
depending on what point is selected under the list. In the
right part of the window there is there is a list of fuzzy Pareto-Optimal Decision Evaluation: “Decision
variables for the selected linguistic variable and their evaluation” tab serves for assessing a Pareto-optimal
trapezoidal membership functions representations on a decision, considering its usefulness. When the tab is
graph. The graph is interactive so a user can  move active the application window looks like the following
points of the selected fuzzy variable along the horizontal (Figure 13).
axes by just dragging them. It is possible to allocate three parts in the interface of

These points’ X coordinates are also  accessible  for this tab: decisions list, system states info and the
manual input – the textboxes under the graph serve this conclusion  about  the best of the decisions. Decisions
purpose. Fuzzy variables can be created and deleted; their list takes the left part of the window and, apart from
names are enabled to be edited. decisions names, contains the experts’ valuations of these

After specifying parameters, defining optimal and decisions’ efficiency. The lines are added to this list with
critical  intervals  for  criteria  and  filling  the clicking either the “Generate decisions” button or the
representative rule base for every of the criteria it is “Add current decision” button on the ribbon. Herewith,
possible to find the Pareto-optimal decision. The clicking the first of the buttons caused adding the
respective button on the ribbon is responsible for this. decisions, received while trying to maximize a single of the
After clicking this button, the program performs the criteria (number of added decisions is equal to the number
decision search and presents the decision in the following of criteria) and clicking the second button adds the
window (Figure 12). decision, received with an attempt to maximize benefits,

In the left part of the window there is a list of combining criteria’s values according to their priorities.
parameters,  for  which  the   optimal   values   are   found. Any  of  the decisions can be viewed with  selecting  and

Fig. 12: Pareto-optimal decision search result window
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clicking the “View decision”. The decision is displayed in multitude of all possible estimates of combinations of
this case in the form of fuzzy intervals for parameters’ criteria values. 
values and intervals of values for the criteria, which are It  was  determined  the  definition  of  the  fuzzy
achieved at the current state of parameters. Such Pareto  domain,  the  domain  of  permissible  decisions,
approach allows to make the system’s state more fuzzy Pareto-optimal decision for the multicriterion
demonstrative and simplifies its assessment. By default, optimization  task.   The   decision  of  the  optimization
the number of valuations (the number of columns) is one, task is executed using the methods of subsequent
but evaluations can be added with clicking the respective achievement of private and sequential concessions,
button. establishment of weight relations between the local

The   list   of   the   system’s   states   with  the criteria, the method of threshold optimization. The
graphical  representation   of   these   states   in  the  form algorithm and information provision of search of the fuzzy
of   the    triangle    membership    functions    is    located Pareto-optimal decision was developed. 
in  the   right   part  of    the    window.    The   graph,
which represents  the  states,  is  interactive.  The  states REFERENCE
can be added, removed, their names are enabled to be
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